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Abstract. The energy spectrum of two donors in a strained GaN quantum dot embedded in
Al x Ga1− x N has been investigated under the influence of hydrostatic pressure and external electric
field. Our calculations are carried out using variational principle within the single band effective mass
approximation by means of dot radius, hydrostatic pressure, and electric field. The numerical results
show that the binding energy of two donors increase, attains a maximum value, and then decreases as
the quantum dot radius increases for any electric field. Moreover, the binding energy of two donors
increases with the pressure for any size of dot. Our results are compared with existing literature.
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1. Introduction
The present decade is seeing remarkable activities on the physics of low-dimensional system
both experimentally and theoretically [1]. The subject of low-dimensional semiconductors is an
penetrating electric field and quantum size effects is that they exhibit some physical properties
such as optical and electronic transport qualities which are totally not quite the same as those of
the bulk semiconductor constituents has been a point of incredible enthusiasm for quite a while
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[2, 3]. The study of optical properties of three-dimensionally confined electrons and holes in QDs
in external fields is vital in view of their potential application to novel quantum devices [4].
Consequently, GaN/Al x Ga1− x N is truly appropriate for the optoelectronic devices working in
the short wavelengths of visible and ultraviolet spectral regions [5]. An external electric field
along the progress path of quantum dots (QDs) can be utilized to control and modify the output
intensity of the optoelectronic devices, so the function of the electric effect has been broadly
contemplated for quantum well [6] and QDs [7, 8].
The study of hydro-genic impurity states is one of the foremost difficulties in semiconductor
low-dimensional systems because their occurrence impacts greatly the electronic mobility and
optical properties. In this way, in the past several years, theoretical researching by applying
external perturbations, such as applied electric field and hydrostatic pressure on the impurity
states in semiconducting nanostructures [9, 10]. These outcomes exposed that the applied
electric field and hydrostatic pressure clearly affected the impurity states in semiconducting
nanostructures. Be that as it may, as far as anyone is concerned, few papers are associated
with examining the impurity states in ZB nitrides-based nanostructures, such as ZB GaN/AlN
quantum dot QD, by applying external perturbations to date.
The investigation on confined donors or acceptors in QDs low-dimensional semiconductor
heterostructures have been made by several authors [11–14]. There has been no report of the
calculation of simultaneous effects of hydrostatic pressure on the energy spectra of two donors
in a strained zinc quantum dots in the presence of an electric field. The study of the behavior of
simultaneous effects of hydrostatic pressure and energy levels in strained quantum dots in the
presence of an electric field will prompt to a superior comprehension of their properties and is
the subject of this article. In this paper, we will investigate theoretically the energy spectra of
two donors in a strained Zinc Blende GaN/AlGaN QD, as the effects of the applied hydrostatic
pressure and electric field.

2. Modal and Theory
The Hamiltonian for two donors confined in the strained ZB GaN/GaAlN QD, under the
influence of the hydrostatic pressure and applied electric field along the growth direction,
within the framework of effective-mass approximation may be written as

e2
H = H0 −
4πε0 ε(P )| r 1 − r 2 |

(2.1)

with

H0 =

2
X
j =1

·

1 ³
e ´2
p̄
+
Ā j + VD ( r̄ j ) + eF.r j
j
2 m∗
c

¸

(2.2)

where F is external electric field along Z axis

V0B r 2
VD =
for | r | ≤ R and VD = V0B for | r | > R
R2
VOB ( r̄ ) is the barrier height given by VOB ( r̄ ) = Q c ∆E g ( x). Q c is the conduction band off-set
parameter, which is taken to be 70% of the conduction band and m∗ is the effective mass of
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the electron which is equivalent to 0.19 m∗e and ε o is the effective dielectric constant of the
quantum dot, and ε(P ) is the pressure-dependent effective mean relative dielectric constant of
the zinc blende GaN material.
Due to the mismatch of lattice constants and applied hydrostatic pressure, we consider the
variations of parameters, such as dot size, dielectric constant and effective mass. The donor
binding energy is affected by the variations. In present paper, we display the above parameters
of GaN and AlN depends on strain and hydrostatic pressure. The corresponding parameter of
Al x Ga1− x N can be obtained by linear interpolation method [15].
The pressure dependent lattice constant is expressed by Murnaghan state equation [16]:
·
¸
P
a j (P ) = a j (0) 1 −
(2.3)
3B o j
where a j (0) is the j material’s lattice constant for zero pressure, and B o j is the j material’s
bulk modulus of zinc-blende structure.
The variations of biaxial and uniaxial strain tensor ratio with pressure can be written as [17]
a k (P ) − a j (P )
ε xx, j (P ) = ε yy, j (P ) =
,
(2.4)
a j (P )
C 12, j
ε zz, j (P ) = −2
ε xx, j (P ) ,
(2.5)
C 11, j
where j is GaN(Al x Ga1− x N) material, k is Al x Ga1− x N (GaN) material, and C 11, j and C 12, j are
elastic constants for j material.
The hydrostatic pressure P dependent band gap is given as [16]

E g, j (P ) = E g, j (0) + bP + cP 2 ,

(2.6)

where b and c are the pressure coefficient of band gap for GaN or Al x Ga1− x N and the band gap
of Al x Ga1− x N for zero pressure obtained by linear interpolation method.
In the strained zinc blende GaN quantum dot, the variation of band gap with the pressure
and strain can be considered as [17]

E g, j (P, ε) = E g, j (P ) + (α cj − αvj )[2ε xx, j (P ) + ε zz, j (P )],

(2.7)

where α cj and αvj are the deformation potentials of conduction and valence band, respectively.
The pressure and strain dependent electronic effective mass is given by [18]
Cj
me
= 1+
,
(2.8)
mj
E g, j (P, ε)
where C j is a constant and can be determined by solving eq. (2.9) when P = 0. The hydrostatic
pressure dependence of frequencies can be written by the Gruneisen parameter [16].
1 ∂ω j (P )
γ i j = B0 j
[ i = LO, TO ] .
(2.9)
ω i, j ∂P
The modified phonon energy due to pressure can be written as,
µ
¶
r i, j
~ω i, j (P ) = ~ω i, j exp
P
[ i = LO, TO ] .
(2.10)
B o, j
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The hydrostatic pressure dependence of high frequency dielectric constant can be written as [19]
¸
·
5
( f ion, j − 0.9)P .
(2.11)
ε∞, j (P ) = 1 + [ε∞, j − 1] exp
3B0, j
Using the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller (LST) relationship [17], the static-dielectric constant with
pressure effect can be given as,
·
¸
~ωLO 2
ε0, j (P ) = ε∞, j (P )
.
(2.12)
~ωTO
Using the linear interpolation method, the other parameters with pressure for ternary mixed
crystal Al x Ga1− x N can be obtained as follows:

Q Al x Ga1−x N = (1 − x)Q GaN − xQ AlN ,

(2.13)

where QGaN and Q AlN are the corresponding parameters associated with GaN and AlN,
respectively.
In order to calculate the ground state binding energy of two donor impurities in ZB
GaN/AlGaN QD, the trial wave function may be written as,

 N1 sin(α1 r) (1 + νF r cos θ ) e−γr2 e−λr2 e−ζ1 r 1 e−ζ2 r 2 ,
r
(2.14)
Ψ1s ( r̄ 1 , r̄ 2 ) =
−β1 r
N e
−γ r 2 −λ r 2 −ζ1 r 1 −ζ2 r 2
e
e
e
,
2 r (1 + νF r cos θ ) e
where λγ, ζ1 and ζ2 are the variational parameters.
The confining potential energies of two interacting donors are calculated using the wave
functions eq. (2.14) for 1 s states is obtained by
¯
¯
¿
À
¯
¯
2
¯
¯
H IE = Ψ1s (~r 1 ,~r 2 ) ¯
Ψ1s (~r 1 ,~r 2 ) .
(2.15)
|~r 1 −~r 2 | ¯
In the above equation |~r 1 − ~r 2 | determines the role of inter donor distances in the Coulomb
interaction energy of two donor systems.
The ground state energy of two donor impurities in ZB GaN/AlGaN QD, may be obtained by
minimizing
〈Ψ1s ( r̄ 1 , r̄ 2 )| H |Ψ1s ( r̄ 1 , r̄ 2 )〉
.
(2.16)
E = min
γ,ζ
〈Ψ1s ( r̄ 1 , r̄ 2 )|Ψ1s ( r̄ 1 , r̄ 2 )〉
The ground state binding energy of two donors E b can be obtained as follows:

E b = E0 − E ,

(2.17)

where E 0 is the ground state energy for the Hamiltonian of eq. (2.2).

3. Results and Discussion
We have calculated the ground state binding energy of two donors as functions of the dot
radius, the hydrostatic pressure and applied electric field F in a strained ZB GaN/Al x Ga1− x N
quantum dot. In our calculation, we use the band gap difference [20] of E g,AlGaN = E g,GaN (1 −
x) + xE g,AlN + 530(1 − x) x (meV) and assuming 70% contribution to the conduction band, the
value of V0 is V0 = 0.6 (E g,AlGaN − E g,GaN ). The concentration x in the Al x Ga1− x N material is
selected as 0.2.
The parameters used in the computations are got from references [16, 21–23].
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Figure 2a and 2b shows that the binding energy of donor impurity states as a function of
the dot radius for different values of the electric field with the applied hydrostatic pressure.
It is obviously seen that the donor binding energy hardly changes with respect to the applied
electric field in the regime of strong geometric confinement. The binding energy diminishes
when the quantum dot confinement decreases and the behavior becomes stronger in applied
field increases. Thus, the electron wave function is more firmly localized inside the QD with
decreasing the dot radius by the simultaneous application of electric field and hydrostatic
pressure, and the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the impurity ion is increased,
so the donor binding energy enhances correspondingly. However, below a certain value of the dot
radius, the donor binding energy starts decreasing due to leakage of the electron wave function
into the barrier region as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Binding energy as a function of pressure for different electric fields

In Figure 3, the binding energy is plotted as a function of the hydrostatic pressure for
different quantum dot radii for different electric field. It shows that the impurity binding energy
increases nearly linearly with the increasing pressure. In particular, the donor binding energy
is much more sensitive to the hydrostatic pressure when the applied electric field is larger. Due
to the simultaneous influence of electric field and hydrostatic pressure, the relative distance
between the electron and the impurity is decreased, and then the Coulomb interaction is
increased, when the dot size is reduced. However, below a certain value of dot radius, tunneling
comes to play due to simultaneous effect of pressure and electric field.
In Figure 4 the variation of binding energy is shown as a function of electric field for various
pressure for a particular dot of radius of R = 20 A◦ . The increase of applied electric field leads to
an enhancement of the binding energy linearly. We also observe that the influence of pressure is
more appreciable for the strong confinement. It is also observed from the fact that the smaller
external electric field along with hydrostatic pressure enhances the localization effect of the
electron wave function in the dot. The distance between the electron and the impurity ion
decreases, which causes the increase of the donor binding energy. When the applied electric
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field is increases to a certain value, the probability of the electron in the dot leaking into barrier
layer, which leads to the decrease of the donor binding energy.
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Figure 5. Variation of Coulomb interaction energy as a function of dot radius for high electric field
(106 V/m) and high pressure (P = 20 GPa)

The variation of Coulomb interaction energy as a function of dot radius for high electric field
and high pressure is as shown in Figure 5 for a constant inter donor distances ( r 1 − r 2 = 50 A◦ ).
We observed that the interaction energy significantly increases the donor binding energy. It
also noticed that Coulomb interaction energy increases with increase in dot size and reaches
a constant value when approaching the bulk limit. It can be understood in a simple way that
there is a rich competition between three physical phenomena such as geometric confinement,
applied electric field and applied hydrostatic pressure. It results that, the geometric confinement
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plays a predominant role over the three physical phenomena which is well known as quantum
confinement effect. It is shown that the interaction energy strongly depends on inter donor
distances and the interaction energy is appreciable when approaching the inter donor distances.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the binding energy of two donors in a strained zinc-blende GaN/Al x Ga1− x N
spherical QD is discussed with a variational method by considering the simultaneous effect of
hydrostatic pressure and applied electric field. Our results show that the binding energy of two
donor impurities increases with pressure for any dot radius and decreases with electric field.
The influence of strain effects on the binding energy for small dot radius is stronger compared
to that of larger dot radius. We also hope that our results can stimulate further investigations
of the related physics, as well as device applications in strained ZB GaN/AlGaN QD.
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